2020 DAIDS IQA Cryopreservation SCHEDULE

**JANUARY**

- 1/1: IQA is Closed
- 1/20: IQA is Closed

**FEBRUARY**

- 2/3: Collect Cryo Samples from 2 donors

**MARCH**

- 3/2: Labs ship to the IQA (Q1) (Samples are due by 3/13 or considered LATE)
- 9/7: IQA is closed
- 9/14: Labs ship to the IQA (Q3) (Samples are due by 9/26 or considered LATE)

**APRIL**

- 5/4: Collect Cryo Samples from 2 donors
- 5/25: IQA is Closed

**MAY**

- 6/1: Labs ship to the IQA (Q2) (Samples are due by 6/12 or considered LATE)
- 11/2: Collect Cryo Samples from 2 donors
- 11/26: IQA is Closed

**JUNE**

- 6/1: Labs ship to the IQA (Q2) (Samples are due by 6/12 or considered LATE)
- 12/25: IQA is closed

**JULY**

- 7/4: IQA is Closed

**AUGUST**

- 8/17: Collect Cryo Samples from 2 donors

**SEPTEMBER**

- 9/14: Labs ship to the IQA (Q3) (Samples are due by 9/26 or considered LATE)

**OCTOBER**

- 11/2: Collect Cryo Samples from 2 donors
- 11/30: Labs ship to the IQA (Q4)

**NOVEMBER**

- 11/26: IQA is Closed

**DECEMBER**

- 12/25: IQA is closed